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Bizarre Cosmic Pairing Discovered by 
Citizen Scientists Puzzles Astronomers

Brown dwarfs traversing space together, but 
separated by billions of miles, puzzle scientists.
Citizen scientists have uncovered a bizarre pairing of 
two brown dwarfs…The discovery, reported in The 
Astrophysical Journal and confirmed by a scientific 
team led by astrophysicist Jackie ..The Backyard 
Worlds project lets anyone with a computer and an 
internet connection flip through images taken by 
NASA’s Wide Field Infrared Survey Explorer (WISE) 
spacecraft and help astronomers identify new worlds 
beyond our solar system… So far, volunteers have 
reviewed more than 4 million flipbooks.
In June 2018, citizen scientists flipping through the 
Backyard Worlds images noticed an unusual pairing: 
one object that appeared faint but moved fast — the 
telltale sign of a new brown dwarf — and another 
brighter object moving nearby and at the same rate. 
The Backyard Worlds science team was alerted and 
became immediately excited about this rare cosmic 
sighting.

Source “SciTechDaily.com Feb 14,2020 article”

https://scitechdaily.com/bizarre-cosmic-pairing-discovered-by-citizen-scientists-puzzles-astronomers/


Enter the Zooniverse
People powered research !!



The Zooniverse is the world’s largest and most 
popular platform for people-powered research. 
This research is made possible by volunteers —
more than a million people around the world who 
come together to assist professional researchers. 
Our goal is to enable research that would not be 
possible, or practical, otherwise. Zooniverse
research results in new discoveries, datasets 
useful to the wider research community, and many 
publications.

What is the Zooniverse



Zooniverse Astronomy Projects

https://www.zooniverse.org/projects?dis
cipline=astronomy&page=1&sort=comp
leteness&status=live

https://www.zooniverse.org/projects?discipline=astronomy&page=1&sort=completeness&status=live


Zooniverse Active Astronomy Projects

 Backyard Worlds – Planet 9: Search for Brown Dwarfs, Low mass stars, and our solar 
systems hypothesized ninth planet in this project.

 Galaxy Zoo: Classify Galaxies and other features in this project.
 Exoplanet Explorers: Examine a database of Kepler Exoplanet curves looking for new 

planets around other stars.
 Planet Four – Terrains: Help planetary scientists characterize surface features on Mars.
 Gravity Spy: Help LIGO scientists search for gravitational waves.
 Radio Meteor Zoo: Help scientist look for meteors in radio data.
 Galaxy Zoo – Clump Scout: Help scientist find regions in space where stars are being 

formed.
 Solar stormwatch II: Help track solar storms through space to help improve space weather 

forecasts.
 Hubble Asteroid Hunter: Help find asteroids in Hubble Space telescope images.
 Variable Star Zoo: Help scientists decide which variable stars are being seen in center of 

Galaxy.
 Muon Hunters 2.0: Help astronomers find elusive Muons disguised as Gamma Rays.
 Astronomy Rewind: Help create a catalog of old astronomy images.
 Superwasp Variable Stars: Help discover the weirdest variable stars in space.
 Mapping Historical Skies: Help identify constellations in celestial maps in the Adler 

Planetarium collection.
 Star Notes: Transcribe groundbreaking work of early women astronomers.
 Zwickey’s Quirky Transients: Help characterize astronomical objects from the Zwickey

Transcient Facility.

 Sorted by most popular



Galaxy Zoo

Mobile
• Arguably the world’s best-known online citizen science project
• The project with the largest number of publications based on citizen scientists input
• Phase 1 - main goal is to classify galaxies seen on SDSS images
• The classifications include ellipticals, mergers, and spirals — and if the galaxy was spiral — to 

record the direction of the arms
• Within 24 hours of launch they were stunned to be receiving almost 70,000 classifications an 

hour. In the end, more than 60 million classifications were received by the project during its first 
year, contributed by more than 150,000 people

• As of July 2017, the full list of Galaxy Zoo projects (15) is: Galaxy Zoo 1, Galaxy Zoo 2, Galaxy 
Zoo Mergers, Galaxy Zoo Supernovae, Galaxy Zoo Hubble, Galaxy Zoo CANDELS, Radio 
Galaxy Zoo, Galaxy Zoo Quench, Galaxy Zoo DECALS 1, Galaxy Zoo DECALS2 + SDSS, 
Illustris, UKIDSS, Galaxy Zoo Bar Lengths and two more.

• Now you now only classify galaxy type but also merger and other unique features

https://www.zooniverse.org/projects/zookeeper/galaxy-zoo


Galaxy Zoo – Screen 1



Galaxy Zoo – Screen 2



Galaxy Zoo – Screen 3



Galaxy Zoo – Screen 4



Galaxy Zoo – Screen 5



Galaxy Zoo – Start again



Planet Four - Terrain

The exotic terrains of the south polar region of Mars have many forms unlike anything 
on Earth. We would like your help to map where they occur. You will be looking for 
terrain types informally called “spiders”, “baby spiders”, “channel networks” and “swiss
cheese”, and you will help us locate craters. The images you will analyze are from the 
Context Camera orbiting Mars – we will use the locations you identify as targets for 
higher resolution observations.
Scientists have noticed that spiders and channel networks are not uniformly distributed 
over the polar areas. Some locations seem fully covered with channels and others do 
not have them at all. The science team would like to know their distribution and try to 
figure out if it is correlated with properties of the soils or weather patterns.

https://www.zooniverse.org/projects/mschwamb/planet-four-terrains


Planet Four – Screen 1



Planet Four – Screen 2



Planet Four – Back again



Backyard Worlds – Planet 9

In the Backyard Worlds project you will be searching for new objects at the edges 
of our solar system. In this project, your will be asked to help them distinguish real 
celestial objects from image artifacts in data from NASA's Wide-field Infrared 
Survey Explorer (WISE) mission. The real objects are brown dwarfs and low-mass 
stars, the Sun's nearest neighbors. You may find an object closer than Proxima
Centauri (the closest star to the Sun) or even discover the Sun's hypothesized 
ninth planet which models suggest might appear in these images.

https://www.zooniverse.org/projects/marckuchner/backyard-worlds-planet-9


Backyard Worlds – Video



Backyard Worlds – Frames



Gravity Spy

Classifying Gravity wave glitches using computers has proven to be an exceedingly difficult task. 
However, human intuition has proven time and time again to be a useful tool in pattern recognition 
problems such as this. The general workflow will be:
1. Citizen scientists will sift through the enormous amount of LIGO data to produce a robust "gold 

standard" glitch dataset that can be used to seed and train machine learning algorithms
2. Machine learning algorithms will learn from this classified dataset to sort through more LIGO 

data, and choose the most interesting, abnormal glitches to be sent back to the citizen 
scientists

3. Citizen scientists will further classify and characterize these glitch morphologies, determining 
new glitch categories to be used in the training of the machine learning algorithms

Utilizing the strengths of both humans and computers, this project will keep LIGO data as clean as 
possible, and help to unlock more of the gravitational wave universe.

https://www.zooniverse.org/projects/zooniverse/gravity-spy


Gravity Spy – screen 1



Gravity Spy – screen 2



Let your computer do the work

@Home projects use your 
computer's idle time to perform 
analysis on data pertaining to 
the goals of the astronomy 
project you joined. All you are 
required to do is install some 
software on your home 
computer then let the software 
do the data analysis when your 
not actively using your 
computer.



Einstein@Home uses your computer's idle time to 
search for weak astrophysical signals from spinning 
neutron stars (often called pulsars) using data from the 
LIGO gravitational-wave detectors, the Arecibo radio 
telescope, and the Fermi gamma-ray satellite. 
Einstein@Home volunteers have already discovered 
about fifty new neutron stars, and we hope to find 
many more.

https://einsteinathome.org/

https://einsteinathome.org/


The SETI@home project hopes 
to convince you to allow us to 
borrow your computer when 
you aren't using it and to help 
us "…search out new life and 
new civilizations." We'll do this 
with a screen saver that can go 
get a chunk of data from us 
over the internet, analyze that 
data, and then report the 
results back to us. When you 
need your computer back, our 
screen saver instantly gets out 
of the way and only continues 
it's analysis when you are 
finished with your work.

SETI@Home

https://setiathome.berkeley.edu/


Sample of accomplishments for Citizen Science

• Galaxy Zoo – 66 professional papers published
• Galaxy Zoo – 6 papers published on new Supernovae 

discovered
• Backyard Worlds – Planet 9 – 4 professional papers published 

mostly related to White and Brown Dwarfs discovered 
(including the recent discovery on opening article)

• Over 191 professional papers published for Astronomy related 
projects

• Over 60 million Galaxy classifications completed to-date
• Hanny’s Voorwerp, a “blue cloud” near the galaxy IC 2497 

flagged by Dutch schoolteacher Hanny van Arkel in 2007
• Einstein@Home - detections of 2 NEW pulsars and 50 Neutron 

Stars



More advanced Pro-Am options

• American Association of Variable Star Observers 
(AAVSO) – Get involved in measuring light on variable 
stars

• TESS Follow-Up Observing Program (TFOP) – Create 
light-curves of TESS exoplanet candidates to provide a 
detailed study to prove or disprove whether there is one or 
more transiting planets

• Eclipse Megamovie project – Participate in the next 
solar eclipse megamovie project for next USA eclipse by 
taking a series of photographs of the eclipse.

• International Occultation Timing Association (IOTA) –
Create a precisely timed video of an occultation event 
when a solar-system body passes in front of a more 
distant object (e.g. a star or another solar system body)

https://www.skyandtelescope.com/get-involved/pro-am-
collaboration/

https://www.skyandtelescope.com/get-involved/pro-am-collaboration/


The future of Citizen Science research

Astronomy is entering a new regime of “big data.” The volumes of 
information being collected are staggering, and future projects 
promise data sets of ever-increasing size. The total data volume 
of the Sloan Digital Sky Survey’s Data Release 14 tops out at over 
156 terabytes (TB). By 2018, the Dark Energy Survey, which takes 
up to 2.5 TB of data per night, will have mapped 5,000 degrees of 
the Southern Hemisphere sky, including 300 million galaxies, to 
ultimately produce about one petabyte (1,000 TB) of data. When 
the Large Synoptic Survey Telescope begins full science 
operations in 2022, its 3,200-megapixel camera will be able to 
collect 15 to 30 TB of data every night. With such huge volumes of 
data comes the need for an increased ability to handle them. 
That’s where citizen science comes in, filling a unique role to 
propel science forward.

Source “Astronomy Magazine Oct 2018 article”



Questions?


